BOISE GOES WILD OVER VANDAL WIN

Special to The Argonaut
By Paul E. Jones

BOISE, Nov. 24—Wills "Little Giant" Smith scored three times as the Idaho Vandals defeated Utah Agricultural college 33 to 0 today. The Vandals scored 13 points in the first half and turned the second period into a track meet.

The Utah Aggies threatened to score twice, each time with the ball inside Idaho's five yard line with a first down and 30 yards to go from their own two yard stripe. Four line thugs on Idaho's 30 yard line failed to gain. The work of the Idaho line held back the drive of the Utahans. The Aggies uncovered a desperate last quarter passing attack which functioned well, but most of their gains were made in the middle of the field; Wilson provided the largest third of the game. Idaho's five 33 yard line with a first down and 30 yards to go from their own two yard stripe. Four line thugs on Idaho's 30 yard line failed to gain. The work of the Idaho line held back the drive of the Utahans. The Aggies uncovered a desperate last quarter passing attack which functioned well, but most of their gains were made in the middle of the field; Wilson provided the largest third of the game. Idaho's five 33 yard line with a first down and 30 yards to go from their own two yard stripe. Four line thugs on Idaho's 30 yard line failed to gain. The work of the Idaho line held back the drive of the Utahans. The Aggies uncovered a desperate last quarter passing attack which functioned well, but most of their gains were made in the middle of the field; Wilson provided the largest third of the game. Idaho's five 33 yard line with a first down and 30 yards to go from their own two yard stripe. Four line thugs on Idaho's 30 yard line failed to gain. The work of the Idaho line held back the drive of the Utahans. The Aggies uncovered a desperate last quarter passing attack which functioned well, but most of their gains were made in the middle of the field; Wilson provided the largest third of the game. Idaho's five 33 yard line with a first down and 30 yards to go from their own two yard stripe. Four line thugs on Idaho's 30 yard line failed to gain. The work of the Idaho line held back the drive of the Utahans. The Aggies uncovered a desperate last quarter passing attack which functioned well, but most of their gains were made in the middle of the field; Wilson provided the largest third of the game.
A Woman Started This Thanksgiving Day Idea

Pilgrims footing Red Skies in her market on other can-leys are
day idea in America, but, it was a woman's idea in 1621.
For many years there has been a day set aside for
women to meet and discuss their ideas. This year, it
happened that day, November 25.

Mary E. Coburn was the first woman to
the idea, and she published it in "The Ladies' Magazine." This
idea was adopted by the Pilgrims and has been celebrated ever
since.

More Men VICTORS COUNTY SCHOOL JOB

Ten elected Superintendents
November 8, Idaho

Lt. Gov. G. P. Mix Gets Two Votes for F. D. Roosevelt

Storage as it seems, D. P. Mix had a total of only
two votes for the job of governor of Idaho. He
received one vote from each of the two counties
in the state. According to the Idaho State Journal,
Mr. Mix will have to work hard to win the job.

CITY TO RACE OLD STANDPRISE

Another of the races held in Idaho is the
city race of Old Standpipe. This race is held on
November 25th, and it is a popular event.

House Managers Plan Plain Menus

Care Is Taken in All Group

Homes to Have the Proper Calorics

Over 100 homes in the state have been
visited by the Food and Nutrition Board to
make sure that the homes are getting the proper
calorics. The board has found that many homes
are not getting enough, and they have
provided a menu of plain foods that
will help to meet the needs.

Kentish Collins Quits Macy & Co.

Former U. Instructor Will Open Own Advertising

Agency

Professor Cohen has called attention to the
fact that the art of dieting has changed. Young
people are now more interested in eating well,
and they are looking for help in doing so.

Kenneth Collins, a long-time employee of Macy & Co.,
has decided to open his own advertising agency.

He has been teaching at the University of Idaho, and
he has taught many advertising courses.

Waste Heat Value of Wood as Fuel

Dr. E. E. Hubert Tolls Proper Method of Burning

Maho Wood

Heating with mahogany wood, which contains
volatile oils, can be done in a few ways.

A few sticks of mahogany can be used, and
the fire will be warm. But if you want
the fire to last longer, you can
burn the wood in the usual way.

Use in Furnace

Try this plan for burning wood, wood
which contains volatile oils. Make
a fire in the furnace, and
when it is hot, add
the wood sticks,
which will
burn slowly.

Athletes Ineligible

Hockey player for Menage is ineligible
to play for the team. He has been
suspended from the team until
the spring season.

Athlete who was suspended

Christmas Eve

The library will be open for
the public on Christmas Eve.

In conclusion, the library
will be open from 8:00 a.m.
in the morning until 9:00 p.m.
in the evening.
COED'S PAGE

Clothes Retain Prominence Among Students on Campus

ELECT DELEGATE

PROVINCIAL OFFICER

Kampus Comments

Blue Bucket Inn

Thanksgiving Dinner

COED JOURNALISTS WILL BE HONORED

DESSERTS: Choice of—

Phlem Pudding with Hot Sauce

Pancakes with Maple Syrup and Apple

Ice Cream...Vanilla, Chocolate, Orange Sherbert, Coke...Chocolate Nut.
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